
MOTO Guzzi National World Meeting 2017 April 21-23 2017 

 the Guzzi bikers will meet in the heart of the city of Bari, in Piazza Della Libertà (in the square). 
We will be in the Murat quarters which gets its name from Gioacchino Murat, who inaugurated and 
supported the new constitution of the newborn area, close by the medieval center of the city. (The 
Historic center). These two quarters; Murat and the Historic part are the main attractions of this 
beautiful popular city....the heart of the "movida" and a much loved visit for many worldwide 
tourists. This area includes Corso Vittorio Emanuele II and the Piazza Umberto I Square, where the 
majestic antique building of the University of Bari is located. "Bari" is the capital of the Apulia 
region. 

 SUBSCRIPTION FEE: MGWC members:  

Euro 15,00  

 Euro 20,00 Non members : 

Passenger: Euro 15,00  

CONTACTS: Nando: 39 3488088370 

 Anna: 39 3488088371  

Giuseppe: 39 3356293353  

Giacomo: (assistance) 39 3287338860 

 PROGRAM Friday April 21, 2017 Bari, 

 Piazza della Libertà 12:00 noon Opening of the welcoming point with possibility of registrations 
for subscription. 17:30 circa Guided visits of groups (Max. 40 people) to the Historic center of Bari, 
where one will be able to taste our local street food, offered to our guests by the MOTO Guzzi 
dealers, Costantino Brothers of Bari. Supper may be consumed at the affiliated restaurants. Saturday 

 April 22, 2017 Piazza Della Libertà 8:00 a.m. Opening of the MOTO Guzzi stands for welcoming 
and subscriptions. 

 Ore 9:00 a.m Poste Italiane ( Italian Postal Service) will hand out postcards with collectible stamps 
that will be created in honor of this memorable event. These stamps will then be annulled in order 
that they will be used only as souvenirs of the Moto Guzzi National World meeting 

10:00 a.m. Departure for the bike tour of the "Valle d'Itria" with arrival to Alberobello, where we 
will be projected in the past, in the 800's. There will be a very interesting guided tour along with 
more local culinary tastings, all of which is offered by the Costantino Brothers dealership. At the 
same time, there will be a meeting held by the presidents of the various moto clubs; to take place in 
the board room of the Municipal hall of Alberobello. Return arrival at Bari expected for 18:30 for 
Free shopping.  

21:00 p.m. Bari Palace Hotel An enchanted Gala evening filled with many delightful surprises and 
much much fun!!!! (Maximum 300 people)  

Sunday April 23, 2017 Piazza Della Libertà 8:00 a.m. Opening of the MOTO Guzzi stands for 
welcoming and subscriptions.  



9:30 a.m. Grand Parade "Vivicitta'" Meeting point at Largo 2 Giugno (Park) with punctual 
departure at 10:00 for the bike ride within the city streets to eventually arrive at Piazza Della 
Libertà Square. 

 (At 9:00 a.m. in each affiliated hotel, there will be a member of our Party in Moto staff, awaiting 
our guests to be accompanied to the Park Largo 2 Giugno)  

For the occasion, all intersections will be closed to traffic and for this reason it is necessary to keep 
together as a group and we must all leave at the same time. For those not participating the city bike 
ride; we will meet at the Square Piazza Della Libertà by 9:30 a.m. or after 11:30 a.m., after which 
all blocked intersections will be re-opened.  

11:30 a.m. Piazza della Libertà Big party in the Square, with the presence of local radio and tv 
stations, street artists, and greetings from city authorities, and the "Flight of the Eagles" of Party in 
Moto.  

13:30 p.m. Lunch at the affiliated restaurants with buffets or table served meals. 
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